
Adding as slider image and article

The Slider category is set up to display the rotating image feature on the front page.

The Post article contains the content images, links, title related to the feature.

There are 2 fields underneath the post edit area. 

One of these is called Featured Thumbnail. There are a couple of options here.

The default size of the feature slider area image is 300 h x 600 w. These settings are in Appearance → 
Channel Pro Theme options in the admin area.

You can set this to auto resize the Featured Thumbnail defined on the Slider post article, or you can set 
it to use a fixed size 300 x 600 in our case, and when you create the thumbnail image, be sure it is this 
size. The auto resize will distort ANY image based on the original size of the image and it's proportions 
to 300 x 600.

Look at the post called:  ASDL Projects - get involved! You see a post with a bunch of content, then the 
featured thumbnail and Thumbnail url below it.

So, how do you get the URL for these images you ask?

Upload the image my example is a 600 x 300 version of the image that is in the article. The image is 
uploaded to the media gallery (accessible in the 4th tab at the top of the overlay window.



Next  click on the media gallery tab at the top of this overlay window you can get to every image that 
has been uploaded. This is a file manager for all media that is part of the site, ie, images, pdfs, .doc 
files. By clicking on any item you can delete or modify it or get the image information.

Select the image you want as the slider image by clicking on Show..



From here you can set a title (the title shows up when someone puts the mouse over the image), and 
you can find the link to the image under Link URL. Select file URL and copy that URL to the 
clipboard. 

Close the overlay window. Now you are back to your article. Paste the URL into the two fields
underneath the article text and click update. 


